Finding Aid for the Sing Sing Prison List of Foreign Born Prisoners series.

Finding Aid Publication Date: May 4th, 2018

Online Finding Aid Record:
http://iarchives.nysed.gov/xtf/view?docId=ead/findingaids/B0146.xml

Overview of Records

Repository:
New York State Archives

Summary:
The "Statistical Department" of Sing Sing Prison compiled a country by country list of foreign born convicts containing the following information: convict’s number; age; date of admittance; country; crime; sentence; and disposition. This appears to have been created by the prison administration for their own reference use.

Creator:
Sing Sing Prison

Title:
Sing Sing Prison list of foreign born prisoners

Inclusive Dates:
1919-1944

Quantity:
0.1 cubic foot

Series Number:
B0146

Arrangement:
Alphabetical by name of country.

**Scope and Contact Note:**
The "Statistical Department" of Sing Sing Prison compiled a country by country list of foreign born convicts containing the following information: convict's number; age; date of admittance; country; crime; sentence; and disposition. This appears to have been created by the prison administration for their own reference use.

**Use of Records:**

**Access Restrictions:**
There are no restrictions regarding access to or use of the material.

**Related Information:**

**Access Terms:**

**Subjects:**

- Correctional institutions--New York (State)
- Prisons--New York (State)
- Prisoners--New York (State)

**Corporate Names:**

- Sing Sing Prison
- New York State Archives
- Ossining Correctional Facility
- Sing Sing Correctional Facility
- New York (State). Department of Correctional Services

**Geographic Names:**

- New York (State)

**Functions:**

- Administering correctional facilities
- Indexing